
 

 

Class Handout    Origami Design: Introduction (www.gardenedu.org)             

                 

What is GardenEDU:  Origami Design?  

 Think origami is only for making paper cranes and water bombs?… think again! In the network of short videos 

posted at gardenedu.org, you can explore both the artistic and the mathematical side of professional origami design.  The 

series begins at MIT’s 2nd annual OrigaMIT convention, but from there you can branch out either towards math or 

towards art.  Either way, there will be plenty of chances to design and make your own projects and to stare in awe of the 

masterpieces of professionals.  Ultimately there are 3 main academic subtopics within the Origami Design video tree: 

                    
1) Using the “tree-method” to 

design new origami models 

(one uncut sheet of paper) 

that can look like anything, 

from grasshoppers to a 

cloaked rider on a horse. 

2) Exploring origami sculptures 

made from many identical 

units: “modular origami.”  

In particular, investigating 

geometric stellation,  

symmetry, and tiling. 

3) Exploring how folding and 

structural ‘rigidity’ are 

related and how origami can 

be applied in many fields of 

engineering and in other 

areas of science. 

 

What is Computational Origami? 

 The art of paper folding goes back hundreds of years in many cultures, but the associated mathematical field has 

been popularized and greatly expanded very recently! Because of this, many recent publications and even open research 

questions are approachable at a high-school level.  Questions in computational origami range from the expected 

extensions of the art-form, questions such as “What forms can be folded?”  and “What pre-specified crease-patterns can 

be folded or folded flat?” to less obvious questions such as “How ‘hard’ is it to figure out if a proposed structure made of 

connected rods is rigid, or if there are degrees of freedom in which the structure is free to ‘wiggle?’  Applications of 

computational origami range from folding medical stents and solar sails to understanding protein folding to simply using 

mathematics to create absolutely amazing art! 

                                                                                         
Curved Crease Sculpture by Erik and Martin Demaine             A folding Heart Stent designed by Zhong You          Origami Grasshopper  designed by Brian Chan 

 


